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There is a great deal of current interest in nonlinear
phenomena. The mathematics involved in describing such
systems is considerably more complicated than if one is dealing
with linear systems. This pacer is a survey of various methods
of solving differential equations which arise in connection
with nonlinear vibrating systems. No exact method of solution
has been worked out, but many approximate schemes are in
existence. An attempt is made to state as clearly as possible
the mathematical techniques that are involved, so that the
reader may readily apply them to other situations, as his
interests direct. Four of the more common developments are
considered in this paper.
Dr. P. 0. Pedersen worked out a method whereby a
Fourier Series is assumed as a solution to the differential
equation which describes certain nonlinear vibrating systems.
Since the Fourier series is assumed to be a solution, it
should give rise to an Identity when substituted into the
differential equation. When one makes use of this condition,
and assumes that the oscillations are small and the systems
are not extremely nonlinear, a set of equations are obtained
which give sufficient data to calculate the coefficients of
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the first few terms of the series. This gives an approximate
solution for small oscillations.
For systems which lead to such complicated equations
that numerical analysis procedures are the only practical
avenue of attack, the method of differences may be used. The
advantage of this method is that the final result will be a
function rather than Just a number. The dependent variable
must be calculated for several values of the independent
variable in the region of the curve which one is working.
From tnis data all derivations may be calculated and a
Taylor's series formed. When this Taylor's series is trans-
formed into a Fourier series the solution will be in a form
in which subharraonic resonance may be investigated.
Another powerful tool in attacking this type of
problem is the LaPlace transform. This is the first method
to use initial condition. Here small nonlinearity is assumed
and if "a" is the coefficient of nonlinearity, the solution
is assumed in series form and developed in powers of "a".
Each approximation is complete within itself, and better and
better results are attained when higher approximations are
used. L. A. Pipes uses three approximations for engineering
work. However as "a" is not very small compared to unity,
more terms must be used in order to attain the desired
accuracy.
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A Bimilar type of solution may be obtained without the
use of the LaPlace transform. The iteration method considers
a reasonably general nonlinear differential equation and
shows that its solution will contain a subharmonic term. Here
initial conditions are used. This is not the most general
type of equation, so that it cannot be assumed that because
the equation is nonlinear subharmonic resonance will be present
However, in all cases that I have considered a subharmonic
term will be present.
These methods form a crossection of the more elementary
developments in this field. Application of these methods
may be made to many practical vibrating systems, both
mechanical and electrical. An example of such a system would
be found in the design problems involved in the construction
of loudspeakers.
A thorough understanding of the ideas and techniques
involved in this paper will aid the reader in undertaking
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Subhermonlcs In Forced Qsclllstlons In Dlselpat l ve Systems
/.
The following equation affords the solutions to all
systems, with one degree of freedom.
n=i
((la)) all conditions of convergence are
met.
Consider the case of a linearly variable force ;
The equation would be,




r r rQ(l + y«x^(3x^t... )
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Assume (l) small amplitudes
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(2) X ^n sin nwt + Bjj cos nwt
dt'^ dt
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^ sin nwt cos nwt
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is a solution?
Differentiation may be performed inside the summation.
Thus ^ pdx
- 2^ nw cos nwt - sin nwt I
dt _ n Ln=l
OO
d^x - -n^w^ A sin nwt B cos nwt
I
dt2 —1 L ^
n-1







” n^w^) A^ - 2 2^ nw B^^ sin nwt
2 n*l
j^(wQ - n^w^) + 2 2Tnw A^
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-I- B^^ cos nwt^
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It remains to put the right side of the equation into a
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sin 2w cos mvt = Bn j^sln (2-n) wt -*-sin (2-i-n) wtj





f^O ^ ^pgiBg sin 2wt
+- G-Qgi 21 [ cos (2-n) wt - cos(2-*-n)v)t
I- 2 J n-1 2
i|
-*
Bnj^sin (2-n) wt + sin(n t 2)wtJ
Divide the whole equation through by w§ and substitute
hQ,
^ ^
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sin 2wt hp [cos (n-2)wt -cos(n+2)
n=l
efficients of like terms be equal. The following system of
equations results:





(1 - 1^) + 2Po?
(1 . 4f) - Apo'^Bg
- 4^) Bg + 4pq ^ Ag
ho (B]^ - Bg) - 0
IIq ( Aq^ "b Ag ) s 0
ho (2Bo - B^) - Gq^
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(1 - Sf) A3 - - ho - Bg) = 0
(1 - 9^ ) B3 f Bpi^Ag + ho (Aj^ - Ag) = 0
(1 -16^^) A4 - 8po^B4 - ho (Bg - Bg) - 0
(1 -16^) B^ 8Po?A^ •(- ho (Ag - Ag) - 0
etc.
Note that in any one equation only even subscripts or
only odd subscripts appear.
Thus the above system of equations may be split into
two sets of equations in the following manner:
Set I
;
2^0 - ^^2 - 0
(1 - 45^)Ag - 4po^Bg - ho(2Bo - B4) =
(1 - + 4po^Ag - ho A4 =
(1 - ho<Bg - Bg) =
(1- 16'^^)B4 + 8P0I5A4 1- ho(Ag - Ag) ;
etc.
Set II :
(1 - ~ 2Po^^l - hQ(B-j_ - B^) =
(1 - ^ )B-j_ -t- Bpq^Aji^ - hQ(A-]^ - A^) =
(1 - _ Spo^Bg - ho(B^ - Bg) ;
(1 - 9^Bg .. epo^Ag + ho(Ai - Ag) ;
etc.
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Such a solution however, would not show the subharmonics
and which we are seeking. The problem now has become
—
Find a solution to set II other thaji
s 0 for odd n.
Assume 1 . w^wq .*.^=1
2. [IiqI <<^ 1
3. Pq << 1




(b) -3Ag - 4poBg - hQ ( 2Bq - B4) = ^0/w§
(c) -3Bg +- 4poAg - hoA4 s 0
(d) I5A4 -H 8P0B4 +- ho = 0




(f) 2P0®1 + ho(Bi - B^) — 0
(g) SPo^i - ho(Ai -b Ag) = 0
(h) SAg + SPqBj f hQ(Bl - Bg)
-
0
(1) -8Bj 4- 6PqAjj + ho ^^1“ “^5 ^ - 0.
The first few terms of the series should give a
reasonable approximation.
.*. Find Bq, A^_, B^_, Ag, Bg
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Using (b) ; = - i
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Using (c); ^2 r ^^2
4P,
Put (a) and (c) into (b)
where h^B. 00 4
where hQA^ = 0
522= -1\
4Pr> ®















. ^2 a - 4pqG-q
~w
4po , 311q 3g 5 - %
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From equation (c)But A2 = 3Bg
• • M
and Bq s 2hQA2 = - ShQUQ
3w2q
For a solution other than zero to exist, the determinate
f the coefficients of the equations in Set II must vanish.
0 4- (SpQ hQ)B]_ 4- 0 Ag - ^ ^
(2pQ- hQ)A^ + 0 Bj_ - hQA^ + 0 B^ = 0
0 A]_ + hQ Bi + 8A3 4- 6P0B3 - 0
hQ At + 0 B]_ + SpqA^ - SB^ r 0
0 71 9'ioxiw t
S'O'^
‘ > ^
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(2Pq Hq) 2Po- ‘b -ho 0 w o 1 -ho 0
0 8 6pq + hg 0 3 ho
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(4p2 - h2 )[ - 64 - 36p2] 4 (2.^0+ h2 ) [ - Sp^ho]
- h§ [ ISpg - 6hoPo ]= 0
arrange this polynomial in powers of hQ
- + (6Pq - 6Pq)11q + (64 + 36p2 - 12p2 -12p2)h2
t[0] ho - 256pQ - 144pq = 0
or
h^ -(64 t I2p2 )h2 i- 256p^ 4- 144p^ - 0
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“ 2
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- [32 -V- 6pq ] 1 [l024 + 128Pq - 108pq j
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Expand the square root by the binomial theorem,
let c = 128p§ - 108 p^
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= p2[4 + £|p2]
ho : Po [4 + 27 po]
®
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Expand by the binomial theorem:
- ho ; 2pq + |7 p®64
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Evaluating the coefficients for h
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B2 was previously calculated as :
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The solution may now be written:
X = Bq 4. Aj^sin wt + A£ sin 2wt + Bg cos 2wt
J'
X = - ^Aj^Sin wt - Gq sin 2wt - 4 VGq cos 2wt .
3w§
Consider the equation ;
mQ (1 + JUx) d^x 4- Vq (1+ (3x) ^ ^ Sod-*- <xx)x = F sind^ dt
Or, using previous notation:
(l-t-/ix) d^x 4 2 (1+ 6x)^ i- w§ (1 + ocx)x - GQSin 2wt
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If you place a further restriction upon and QC
such that ~ then a transformation may be made to an
equation whose solution is known. This restriction physically
says that the coefficient of the linear variation of mass,
resistance, and stiffness is the same. It may not be a natural
restriction but it looks as though it could be realized in an
experimental model.
(1 + ytAx) r d^x 2 -V w§x 1 = G-QSln 2wt
L dtS dt J
d^x
^ 2V^ -t- w§x - Go sin 2wt
dt^ dt 1+yux






,2 .then d^x 2 y dx wqX = G-q (l+g]_x)sin 2wt
dt
This equation has previously been solved in detail.
Consider the equation :
mQ (l + /'x).d£j vrQCl^-^x)^ Sq(1 oc x)x r Fq(1 + g3_x)sin 2wdt' dt
//.
divide through by m^and make substitutions for rQ Sq and Fq
mQ mQ mQ
(l+ wx)d^x 2)((l-» px)^ + Wq(1 + a<-X)X = FQ(l + g.x)sin 2wt
' dt^ dt)
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OS""? rtXa(Xj-5! f s x(x >a '4 I )Qr; t. f I)
Q*^ b;i'. q8 q-'I snoXOifOlJeaja vd rl^iUO'iAO «bivXb
QiT; ^-,a; qIS
~ X(Xav ^ I)Svr + xr (x l4j:)^2 x^5 (xo - .
)
^
• STT0 jb J
wS aia vx f I )^'t
To a first approximation this may be written as
d^x ^ Wqs'^^x • Gq
(
l + g^^x) sin 2wt
dt^ dt




^ ^0^1 “ ^0




d^x + 2^(^ ^ gTx)sin 2
dt2 dt 0 0 1
wt
let
-dp + sir d. +wg
dt
X -Ox
Expand e‘•F and neglect terms of 2nd order
x - Gq (1 -^x) (1+ g-j^x) sin 2wt.
I G^ 1 (gi )xj sin 2wt.
let; gi = a
X =, Go r 1 + ax J sin 2wt
This problem has been solved previously.
The generalized equation is ;
mn (1 ->-^x) d^x + ro(l-*- (^x)dx ^-so(l+'>cx) - Fq( 1 t g^x) sin2\)|t
dtS dt
divide through by and use the same notation employed in the
previous case.
( 1 AJ x) d^x 2\ (l-»-/3x)^ +w^(l + oCx)x - G (l + g x)sin2w
dt^ > ai- “ U 1dt
Assume small amplitudes
Try as a solution
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X/ ~ x(x..- i- X)^w ^ 3^(x5'-^X) Y <5
^ Xb '
Bftb/J? j;iqni« XIsju^ 90u-2 8K
*aoiX'Jx03 £ QS ytT
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Substitute the ^ Into the differential equation.
1 + jj{ Bq










1 -to(/ Bq Aj^sin nwt \ B^^cos nv;t\ ®0 4-^^ A^^sin nwt
-»• B^^
n.l UL ^ n,il





Treating the left side only:
oo
[





-yi'l 22 n^w^(A^sin nwt+B^cos nwt)
OO
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22 kw(Aj^cos kwt - Bj^sin kwt)
k=l
Bq + 2” AnSln nwt + B^cos nwt
"2 n-1
2~ A sin nwt + B cos nwtl Bq
^ ^
Ajj,sin kwt-f-Bj^cos kwtl
n—1 . Z ksl
Treating o4^the various products of two series in the above
expression.
p- 00 oo
-4/ 2[ 21 sin nv7t)(A^sln kwt) + (n^w^A^sin nwt)
/ L A*/ 'j*/
. \
r, '
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. a jOf —*:• -'U,:- ^ —h i - r>=^
/-V.
(Bj^cos kwt) (n^w^Bj^cos nwt) (Ajj_sin kwt) + (n^w^Bj^cos nwt)
(Bjj^cos kwt)
J
Each term maybe considered as a separate 2: thus n and kj
may be interchanged in any term.
00 00
y~ n^w^A^A^sin nwt sin kwt -f (n^ t k2)w^A^Bj^
ksl nal
sin nwt cos kwt 4 n^w^B B, cos nwt cos kwt
n k J
This is the complete expression for the product of the
two series in the jJ term.
2 y term : Working only with the products of two series.
_ oO oO
2V/3 21 (Aj^sin nwt) (kw Ajj-cos kwt) - (A^sin nwt ) (kwBjj^sin kwt
' Lk=l n-1




Y_ 21 hwA^Bj^cos kwt cos nwt 4 (k Aj^Aj^ - nBj^B^)w sin nwt
k«l n«l
cos kwt - kw AnBjjSin nwt sin kwt
J
This is the complete expression for the product of the
two series in the 2Y term*
term ; Consider only the product of series,
00
w§ f Aj^sin nwt 4 B^^cos nwtl
L J
00
y AjjSin kwt 4 Bj^cos kwt
lk=l -*
ii’m J00r^2^v?'''n) * ii’Ki Uwa uoo.fi)
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Z! Z1 (Ansln nwt)(Aksln kwt) -h (i^sln nwt)(BitCOS kwt)
nsl k.l






+ Bj^Bj^cos nwt cos kwt
]
'Hils is the expression for the product of the two series
in the w« terras.
Collect terms in the LI
cO oO^ r o ~\
ZT 21 “ /^ n^w^An^ - 2 V/^ + wg << A^Aij.
n-1 k=l ^
sin nwt sin kwt k2)w^Aj^B^ + 2^(3 (kA^i^- nBnBjj-)w
2w2o(a^Bj^J sin nwt cos kwt + ^
cos nwt cos kwt.
or cso oo --
E ^ L (w^ C3< - ^n^w^)A^Aj^ - 2 kwAj^Bj^ I sin nwt sin kwt
nal k«l -*
I
[2 w2 .c - y«(n2 + k2 )„2j + 2 X^(kA^A^- nB^Bj^)w|
sin nwt cos kwt +
” A ^
COS nwt cos kwt.
From trigonometry
sin sin [3- -|[cos(«-^) - cos (‘='+|8)j
slno(cosj3s -|[sin(o<+^) -+ sin
-^)]
cos *< C0S|^ r §[cOs(a(-j3) + COS ('*^+p)'J
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jJ^x? ¥ k^)v/^ j A^Bj^
t 2 ^[^[^kAj^Ak
~
j^sln (k -Mi)wt + sin (n-k)wtj









cos(n-k)wt + |^(w2<k - ytyn2w2)Bj^Bj^+2 kwA^B^
^
w2<3< - - SJpkwA^Bj^J cos(ntk) wt
•f k^)w^J Aj^Bj^ 4- 2^ [J w(kA^Ajj, - nBj^Bj^)J jsin(n+k) J





yun^w^ ) (AjjAjj. t Bj^Bj^)4 2Ypkw(Ajj.Bj^- Aj^Bj^.)"!
n=l ksl
cos (n - k)wt t pw§«c- ytyn^w^) (B^Bj^- A^^\) *»• 2)(|5kw(Aj^B^+- A^Bj^,^
cos (n + k)wt
+
|[2w§<-//(n2 + k2)„2j + 2]fp „(icAj^Ajj. -nBjj|)j
feln(n + li;)wt + sln(n - k)wtj
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-g ^ r (WQ '^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ •^n-^k ®n®k ^ 2 3 kw ( A^Bj^ — ^Sk )1
n=l k=l ^ J
cos(n-k) wt + j^(w§o<'- (B^Bjj. - An‘Afc)+ 2S'pkw( Ajj.Bj^ -h Aj^Bjj.)j
co8(n-vk) wt --
I
/^ ( n2 + k2)„2] A„Bj^
+ 2^ /S w (kAjiAjj - nBjjB]j)| sln(n-*-k)wt + sln(n-k)wtj =
Gq + G^oSl^O 1 2wt + Gogi ^
Aji j^cos(n-2)wt - cos(n+-2)wt
n=l
Bn [
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2)( |1 f SBo\nwAnl cos nwt ^ Y" (w^o< -//n^w^)
\ 2 J J n=l k=l
^
Vk^ ^ - A„B,^)] cos(n-k) wt
pw§o( -^n2w2)(Bj^Bj^ - Aj^A,^)-^ 25(3 w (A^B^^ A^Bj^)]
cos(n +k) wt
+1 j^Sw^a^ - y<^ (n^ + k^)w^J A^B^^






^ Y' A^ cos (n-2)wt -
~2 "" n=l
cos(n^2)wtj + B^ |^sin(n •+' 2)wt - sin(n-2)wtj
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r r n^w^(A| -t- ) = 0
2 n=l
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1 ^ ^ -jjiY ^n^ t (n-l)2j
OO
+ yL>H[k^+ (k-1)^^ = 0
,8 . .2A]_(wg - w^) - SlfwBi +pr- AiBq jn®+ (n-l)^jrAn_iBn - A„Bn_
^0 U 2 n=l 31
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Coefficient of cos wt :
p 2
Bi(wo - w ) -H 2^wAi •*- jj
Coefficient of sin 2wt ;
Ao







- 4 y wBg -




- A„_gB„j - Gq
n=l
A2 w§ - 4w^j
- 4 )( wBg -
+ f [n2 + (n-2)2 ] [ - V2®j]= ®0
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= gi = 0
The general expression becomes:
Bow§
jT ^ t 21 I
j^w§ (1+ Bq) - n^w^j
n=l





+ 2 nwAjj \ cos nwt + § ^ ^ jw§'^(AnAk 1- B„Bt)]
n=l k=l^
COS (n - k) wt
-f j^w§ o< (BjjBjj. - cos (n k) wt
2wq o( A^Bk j^sln (ntk)wt sin(n-k)wtj = G-n sin 2wt
Constant term:
oo
Vo r^+l5o + i Y- <^nVl+Vn-l^
^ L 2 n.i







+ X ''6“< (AnAn.i + BnBn_j^) = 0
n=l
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Coefficient of the cos wt ;
oO
Bi[ w§ (1 -I- <^Bq) - w2 ] + 2V wAj_ -el 2i
n-l
Qo
+ i 21 + VA) = °
or
Bij^ w§ (1+ °<^Bo) - w^]-»-2ywAi+ ^ w§ (AnAfi.i i- -
n=l
Coefficient of the sin 2wt :
A£ w§ ( 1 + ®( Bq ) - 4w2 - 4 K wB2 -t- 2wq q< A^^Bj^
oo OO 2
+ i 21 2w§ «AnB„_2 - 4 ^ 2w§ a Ajj-.gBjj - Sq
n=l k=l
Coefficient of the cos 2 wt ;
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Ill
yt/= OC = = 0
The general expression reduces to:
2qw§ 2 l^[ 1 +^Bq 1 nv/B^
2 n^l** L ' 2 J
+








i- 2)fpkw ( Ajj^Bn i- AnBk ) cos(n+k) wt
+ 2y|3w(kAnA}j - nBj^B]^)
Gq sin 2wt.
sin(n+k)wt + sin(n-k)wtj z
gQng.tant ..tecffli
Bg^
^ £ 2^pnw(V„ - A„B„) = 0
2 Hal
Vo = °
Coefficient of sin wt:
Ai ^w§ - w^j - 2 wiTBi - )(^wBoBi
OOOO
^
+ 21 “ nB^Bn^i] - Z_^(Sw [ kAi^.iAi, -
nal *- J kal
Coefficient of cos wt:
B^ (w2 - w2) t 2V wA^ 4-1(wPBqB^ + 21'^^''^^“^^[®ia^n-l”^n®n-l]
OO
^ ^^'^pw ^Al5;Blj;_l - Bj^Ai^_^ 0
n=l
m0 = j-i. =
:0o QaoiJt'S't rx0.ic;S0'xqX9 orlT
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Coefficient of sin 2wt
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Coefficient of cos 2wt :
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The solution for these special cases may be obtained by
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-I- a sin nwt
Assume a solution of the form
^





X 4- • • •
is obtained by assuming /^ = ^
The eo^uation becomes;
d^X ^ ^ ^ -4- = a sin nwt
dt^
The solution is;
= c^^iin (wt - oc^Q^)-«. a sin nwt
w
Is obtained by substituting x^®^ Into the right
side of the equation and equating coefficients of like powers
of
^ .














Jf[x^°^(T),x^^^(b)]. sin w (t - T)d^
(0
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viK,X: nii7 Ou-i.’ ^ j iXa ;.ya ':rf c.^nXi^.jno g*.





- sin w rdt
(0
1^1= . cos d't = 0*(0),sx
This set of three equations may be solved, when f(x,x)
is given, for and x^^^.
Since x^^^ and x^^^ are periodic functions it is possible
to expand f(x^^^, into a Fourier series of the form^












Thus it has been shown that subharmonic resonance will
be present in a large class of vibrating systems.
iisiiw ,::-svj:oh &d anoJlJ }up9 ho ahdH
Solution by the Method of Differences :
d^x 4. Wq X = f (x, X, t )
dt^
By the use of numerical methods values of x may be
found for given values of t. Using difference methods
derivatives of x may be calculated to any order.
Using the above Information a Taylor Series may be
written for f(x).
2
f(x) s f(a) + (x-a) f (a) -1- (x-a) f" (a) -v- ...
2 1
let h - x-a
00
f(x) = 21 h^f (a)
nsO n i
The calculated values should be taken as close to the
portion of the curve being considered as possible.
Many times error Is Introduced when calculating
derivatives by the method of differences so that care should
be taken to check on this error.
Since a periodic solution Is desired we may write:
QO
f(x) r 23 AjjSln nwt 4- B cos nwt
2 n«l
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B - Neon Bulb
This experiment is described in Nature Magazine of
September 10, 1927. It was claimed that subharmonics up to
1/40 of the driving frequency were observed, 'Alhen this was
set up it yielded no subharmonics of any sort.
' AlEi sc;oO0oIIXo«Q - A iX.
dXuG noc'M - 8 ‘ ' *
**
s 3*1lo ^nXssgaM ‘j'ix/jbW nX 59dl'toag£> sX xnsiclisqxg aXdT '
V'
03 qi; aoinoffl*xsndjjB' Xart^ 6soiislo aaw 31 ^s.?S€X »0I;‘“i9o'ffl83q9S
j
saw eXrI3 nsriVi' .0&vrt9ado s'lew ^onsuo©*!! gntvl'ib 9x13 to 0^\I ^
1




To Demonstrate the Actual





A - High frequency generator
B - Iron cored inductance
a - Air cored transformer
D - Variable parallel resonant circuit











9onf;Jojy^)ni 6e4oo - fi
'lem'to't.ane'icf be'ioa liA - 5• r ^
SXiJo*ilp Jaanos^i XsXXa'xcq sX^aXTsV - d
eqooeoXiXoAC)? baa 'i©XlXlqciA - 3
ii'’
'
«;«* 'v,'; «*? ,..;«
"-
-.. ‘’I jjii.
This experiment is designed to generate and detect
subharmonic frequencies.
The varying permeability of the iron cored inductance
produces non-linearity in the primary circuit. This non-
linear condition implies that subharmonic frequencies of
oscillation may be present.
The tank circuit may be tuned to select any subharmonic
frequency. This frequency is amplified, put on the screen
of the oscilloscope, and observed in the form of visible
oscillations
bm 6 at Jn^jcii‘i9cpc9 oXrii’
.a9-.o::9Jjp9'xl oinbiH-iarid^ja
son.3;rojyf)iii; Bq'Ico iio'^xi oxi? lo x:^ IX16^,9 r.n'eq §nX\;'i/5v ^rfT
~aoii plrTT .jljjo-iio Y/tJ3ialiq ado* nX- Y.JX'i39£Ul~noa asoaX^O'xq
'ic aaXoneapeii olaoiiripjcldija ‘iprIX afjXlq^Gi. £sol’Cfi:!)noo 'xiianXI
-jnoae'xq %d -^toiXjallioeo
oiaoamfidaa \a'i joalaa oX fia/ux? ed Xiaoiio xinaJ sriP
ii39T:03 no Xx/q .pjaXlXIqiiis si Yonanpoa:! al*Ji . '.oaqnps'i’i




Mathematical Analysis of the Experiments
Reference Figure Experiment I:
Assume that the voltage drop across the neon bulb Is a
function of q.
Klrchhoff's law gives the following:
E sin nwt - f(q) - ^ ~ 0
c
£ z - f(q) + E sin nwt
c
let F (q) = - fti)
differentiating this equation gives




l - F^\q) 1 ^ r nw E cos nwt
c J dt
~
since dq s 1
dt
1 = nwE cos nwt
c C 1-c B^(q)l
1 = nwE cos nwt f 1 cF^'^q) -h c^F^ Iq) + ... 1
c
^
assume c < < 1
Then the series may be shown to converge and Is a
function of q. Designate this function as Q(q). It can be
expanded into a Fourier series.
QO
Q,(q) = Bq -I- ^ AjjSln nwt -i- Bj^cos nwt
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This series is multiplied by cos nwt.
It is known that
cos nwt • cos(n-l)wt 3 ^ cos wt -f- cos(2n-l)wt
This shows that subharmonic teimns will be present.
Variation of Experiment
Place an inductance in series with the condenser.
The equation describing the circuit becomes:
E sin nwt -f(q,^)-q - L^ - 0
c dt
Here the function describing the voltage drop across the
neon bulb may be made more general: f (q,q),
or ^ + E sin nwt
dt c
’
let F(q,q) 3 -f(qiq)
L M S = F(q, 5 )-t- E sin nwt
dt c




q 3 1 F(q,q)^ E sin nwt
dt Lc L L
This is exactly the same form that was considered under
the iterative procedure. Here again theory predicts that
subharmonic resonance will be observed.
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Reference Figure Experiment II:
Assume that the effect of the secondary circuit on the
primary circuit is negligible.
In general for an iron core inductance 1 =* f(0)
In this case assume
i=_2 +10^
L b
N1+N2 is a constant N
E sin nwt - N 4. S
dt c
nwE cos nwt - N d^0





A cos nwt - d% -^Bi
-h D dl
dt-^ dt
Substituting for 1 gives:
D ri + lM+Br^ + ^3] - A cos nwt
dt^ [L bjdt [l ^ J ^
This equation may be arranged in the following manner:
d^0 = - d[ 1.^ 1 ^ + A cos nwtdF L [L bjdt b
This is the same form as was considered in the iterative
method. This method showed that subharmonic resonance would
be present.
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A Short Introduction to the LaPlace Transform and its
Properties .
The LaPlace transform has found much favor in recent
years as a powerful tool In the solution of differential
equations. The uniqueness of this tool displays Itself in a
twofold manner. In the first place, only relatively simple
integration is required to solve a differential equation by
this method. This is often a great saving of time and effort.
The second advantage is seen in the fact that the initial con-
ditions are used directly in the solution of the differential
equation rather than considered separately as is the case in
conventional methods of solution.
Thus the transform is a function of p over the range
of p for which the transform exists.
There are many conditions to be placed on the function
f(t) to ensure the existence of the integral^but all of these
conditions are satisfied by the physical phenomena treated In
this paper. Thus in all the cases considered here the Integral
will be defined over the positive range of p.
Properties that will be used in this paper;
Let L{t] = LaPlace transform of f(t).
DEFINITION : LaPlace transform of f(t) is
1, L (af (t) 4- bg( t)] =1 a L {f (t)}+ b L|^g( t)}
2. L
I
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Examples of LaPlace transforms;
r Qo
L {l]
= Jl e-ptdt =
I
= _i_





Example of a solution to a simple differential equation with
given initial conditions:
2® y where "a" is a constant
a2 y « 0
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The equation may now be written in a factored form :
(p2 _ a2) e~P‘t y dt - p • 0
or ;
I
e“P‘t y dt _P
p2 - a2
This equation says that the LaPlace transform of y -
Thus by consulting a table of LaPlace transforms you may
readily determine what function has a transform p
.
p2 « s2
This function is the solution of the given differential
equation!
y s cosh at
Check:
d ( cosh at) s a sinh at
dt
cL_ ( a sinh at) s cosh at
dt
Substituting this into the differential equation it is ob
served that the equation is identically satisfied.
Are the initial conditions satisfied?
1. cosh (O) r 1 s y(0)
2. a sinh (O) s 0 ss dy(0 )
dt
Thus this solution satisfies both the differential
equation and the initial conditions
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Application of the LaPlace Transform
® -L. F(x) s 0
dt^
choose F(x) « kx + bx^
thus dSx ^^x.bx^sO
dt^ m m
where k * w2 and b = o<
m m
the equation would be:
d^x 4 w^x -4- <x x^ - 0 .
dtS
Initial Conditions:
suppose, a^E 0 f x a
^ a 0
dt
Taking the Transform of the given equation
Using the properties of the transform as previously
stated,
L f d^x ] = p^l|x] - p f(0) - d f(0]|
1 dt2j ^ ^ dt
x(0) = f(0) thus
p f(0) s ap
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The expression of the differential equation may now be
put in the form;
p^X - pa
-h w^x + <=< L {x^l = 0
or
(pg X s pa « o<x
l^et X s xq +
-t o<*'X2 4- X3 •
2 p X 3
w = WQ t o( 0^4 o< C2 4 od C3 + . • .
"Z = Xq + ot '•••
.
•
• (p^ 4. W§ 4 C, 4 4 oOC
X — 5 — ,
o< Xt 4 o< X„ 4 < X„ ) rQ T uc '^2,'*^ '^2 ^ ^ '^3 ^ ^ ^0 "^1 ^ "^2
pa - o< L *1
^
(xq 4 o< Xq^ 4 ac^'xg -V <k’x2) }
Here all powers of a< higher than the 3rd shall be omitted.
3
2 -V ^3 ]
Performing the indicated operations on the above equation
and grouping like powers of x gives:
Xqp^ 4 w§Xq 4 o< [cj^Xq 4 4 wgx^ 4 l(x^ ] ]
4 <^'*'[p^2 4 w^g 4 CgXQ4C3_Xj_ 4 3 l[xj_x§ J]
+ ^»[p2x3 w§ X3<-o^Xg + OgXj^ -H O3X0 + l{SXqx2 + Sx^xgl
_
If this is to be an Identity the coefficients of like
pov;ers of q( may be equated on each side of the equation.
The first equation would then be
XqP^ w§Xq = pa
There are two things that should be noted about this
equation:
9 cT won nc.fcd'isyps eriar lo aoieas'iqxt^ -^aT
:moX ariJ nl ^uq
0 ~ J i- x"*w -1- nq - 5!^q
'10
^X'la i-S'.'
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1. It completely determines xq which Is the first
approximation.
2* Further refinement of the solution will not change
Xq. Thus with this method the complete solution Is not re-








This result carries the method as far as would be
necessary to determine whether or not a sub harmonic was
present.
Application of LaPlace Transform to a Forced System
2 2 3d X 4- w X m A sin 2wnt
dF °




d^x w^x t Q<x^ dt = A fe“P^sin 2wt dt
L J 1
The left side of the equation will be the same as It was
In the previous section.
—
fe-Pt d^x
-V w^x + o(x^
1 dt^ J•
dt r (p^+ w^) X - pa+«{L{x^]
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If we expand x, w, and x in series exactly as was done
in the last? section nothing will change except L A sin 2wt
will be added to the right side of the equation.
Since only a first approximation is desired to determine
whether or not a sub harmonic is present only the first term
of the left side will be reproduced here.
The w will contain terms and as such will be necessary
to obtain higher approximations but at least we will be
assured of a term whose LaPlace transform is
Thus it has been shown that a subharmonic will be present
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Application of the LaPlace Transform to the Case of an
Unsymmetrlc Restoring Force .
m d^x + kx
dt^
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e-pt a‘^x + w®:
at^
u.
X + o< x^J dt - L sin 2w^t 1
- pa
L s
L = o< L
^
x^ I
The equation may now be written In the form :
p^ -h w^ - pa t-<vL {x^l - L |f sin 2wQt j
(p^+w^) X = pa ^ L { F sin 2w^t | ^ L{x2]
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Substituting these relationships into the equation:
'0 ^ '^2
pa + l|f sin 2wot ^4 xL{x^] •
Since we are not necessarily interested in a complete
solution of the equation but only in whether or not a sub-
harmonic term is present in the solution we shall take only
a first approximation.
(p2








Considering only the first term^
_na _
i'2 ~T.:2
Xq = a cos WQt 4 L r L {f sin 2wQt]
I P Wq
This shows that the subharmonic frequency Wq will be
present in the solution.
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What is subharmonic resonance? Where and why should it
occur? These are some of the questions which are considered
in this paper.
Subharmonic resonance is a phenomenon that occurs in many
vibrating systems. It has been observed in fields as widely
separated as acoustics and aerodynamics. F.R. W. Strafford
observed second subharmonics in a moving coll loudspeaker,
while others have observed airplane surfaces vibrating at a
frequency which was a subharmonic of the engine frequency.
Essentially, subharmonic resonance occurs whenever a system
1
vibrates with a frequency n times the driving frequency
where n may be any positive Integer.
At present there seems to be no clear cut explanation
of this phenomenon. It has been suggested that higher
harmonics occur in such profusion that among these harmonics
there may be contained a series, which has, as its fundamental
a frequency lower than the driving frequency. Due to the non-
linearity of the system this "fundamental” frequency may be
excited. There is some basis for this since it is well known
that the fundamental may be filtered out of a sound and that
the ear, due to non-linearity, will fill in the fundamental.
Subharmonic resonance does not always arise because of
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non-linearity. Take the case of a string, one end of which is
fixed, and the other end attached to a tuning fork. The
tuning fork may then be set into vibration and will drive the
string. Since the string can undergo tension only, it is
excited by the tuning fork only half the time. Thus the
string will vibrate at half the frequency of the tuning fork.
The experiment which was adopted to establish the ex-
istence of subharmonic resonance gave absolutely no indication
of this phenomenon. It has been suggested that one possible
reason for the experiment's failure was that not enough power
was put into the system to excite the subharmonic frequency
to an observable level.
The second experiment was designed to eliminate this
condition. The subharmonic frequency is generated by a non-
linear inductance, is selected, if present, by a tank circuit,
and is amplified until observable on the oscilloscope. Due
to the lack of time this experiment was not performed.
The theoretical aspect of this paper deals with four
different methods of solving the differential equations which
arise in the consideration of certain non-linear vibrating
systems.
The method which is developed to the greatest extent in
this paper is due to Dr. P. 0. Pedersen. He assumed small
oscillations and small non-linear terms. The method then
boils down to substituting a Fourier series into the given
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differential equation and making certain simplifications based
on the assumptions. The relationships which are then found
enable him to arrive at an approximate solution. The most
general form of the differential equation is considered first,
and then it is specialized and simplified as convenience and
interest dictate. It was observed that two rather difficult
cases could be transformed into a simpler case, already con-
sidered, if the constants in the linear variation of mass,
resistance, and stiffness were considered equal. This would
not be expected in the most general case, but it is probable
that such a condition could be produced in the laboratory.
The methods developed in the treatment of non-linear
vibrating systems by using the LaPlace Transform are due to
L.A. Pipes and may be found his book, “Applied Mathematics for
Engineers and Physicists," This method assumes that only a
small degree of non-linearity is present in the system.
If "a" is a measure of the non-lineaJ?ity
,
then the solution
to the equation is developed in powers of "a". This can be
seen to converge if "a" is small compared to unity . To
obtain higher approximations using this method one has only
to add more terms rather than making an essential change in
the method.
The numerical method makes use of the fact that the
derivative may be calculated when only numerical values of
a function are given. Once these derivatives are known a
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Taylor series may be formed. This is a solution to the
equation, but it is not the desired form. From the Taylor
series a Fourier series may be computed. This method would
not be very practical unless the equation would yield to no
other treatment*
The method used by T. von Karman employs an Iterative
procedure and also assumes a small non-linearity in the system
The first approximation is found to be periodic and is then
Immediately expanded into a Fourier series. This procedure
is somewhat more general than others considered since an
arbitrary function is maintained throughout.
It is interesting to notice that in every case considered
a subharmonic term was found in the solution. This fact leads
me to believe that subharmonics are present in all non-linear
vibrating systems.
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